
1 I’M TRANSPARENT, I BUILD TRUST
I always speak the truth, no matter the cost. Being a 
“client’s trusted advisor” is cliché in our industry, 
but not with me. I provide complete transparency 
and always follow through on my word. Honesty, 
trust, and integrity build my business and create 
life-long clients.
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I CHANGE THE GAME WITH
MY KNOWLEDGE

I AM THE MASTER OF
THEIR JOURNEY

I am the master of housing trends, pricing 
patterns, regulations, processes, and inventory. I 
own the details. I am known for my real estate 
know-how and am the first to know potential or 
competing listings. I am the main source for 
local knowledge and I’m active in the 
community to create relationships and referrals.

I know that great real estate agents are customer 
centric and expert guides through the real estate 
journey. I help clients understand the process, 
interpret complex information, anticipate and 
solve problems and ultimately create a seamless 
and frictionless experience. I remember that the 
client is in charge of the final decision, but I am 
in charge of the journey.

The Brilliant Basics are the standards of client service that CENTURY 21®

agents deliver to help provide an extraordinary experience for their clients.

BRILLIANT

BASICS

“Point out the good and the bad, even if they may not like it – ‘You may 
not like what I have to say but I am going to give you the good and bad 
information so that we can get through this together.’”

“If you say you are going to do something, do it.  Unfulfilled or empty 
promises kill relationships.”

“Treat every client with the same care regardless of price range.”

•

•

• 

TIPS FROM TOP AFFILIATED AGENTS:

“Ask them their communication preference (call, text, email) when 
you first meet.”

“Set a program of communication days to call, text, send emails, 
deliver printed materials, or meet to inform on each stage of the 
process.”

“Definitely communicate after the closing using a CRM tool, but 
also set a schedule to verbally check in with them every year or so.”

•

•

• 

TIPS FROM TOP AFFILIATED AGENTS:

“Collaborate with other agents regionally, nationally and globally. I do this and it 
has paid dividends in my referrals, increased my knowledge of new topics 
affecting our industry and helped me be a better agent.”

“Have strong relationships with as many subcontractors, vendors, lenders and title 
reps as possible.  When clients hear positive things about me from others, that is a 
great comfort to them. Plus, the subcontractors love getting referral business.”

“Create regular community events like game nights, walks in the park, etc. to stay 
in the forefront of past, present, and potential clients’ minds.”

•

•

• 

TIPS FROM TOP AFFILIATED AGENTS:

“Selling isn’t telling, so stop talking about yourself and your results, ask
questions and find out what your client truly wants and needs.” 

“Get to know your client – Take the time to learn who they are, then be 
proactive and find their dream home.”

“Head nods, maintaining solid eye contact and waiting until they’re done 
speaking to comment (don’t interrupt) makes clients feel like you’re hearing 
what they have to say.”

•

•

• 

TIPS FROM TOP AFFILIATED AGENTS:

“Don’t fall into the mindset that clients know what you know about the process. 
Put yourself in their shoes and take the time to explain what’s going on. This 
calms them and allows them to not freak out.”

“This is the client’s largest investment of their life, so knowing everything about 
the paperwork is of utmost importance. It is incredible how many agents have no 
idea what is actually in the contracts!”

“Give them a printout in the beginning that details everything that’s going to 
happen in the process.”

•

•

• 

TIPS FROM TOP AFFILIATED AGENTS:
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I CONSCIOUSLY COMMUNICATE

I ACTIVELY LISTEN…I REALLY DO!

I am always accessible, reply quickly, and 
communicate often. I follow the client’s 
communication preference (i.e. return calls with 
calls). I keep my communications clear, concise, 
and effective. I am proactive and stay in touch 
along every point in their journey, from initial 
interest to closing and beyond.

I ask questions, actively listen, then interpret 
client needs. To create a memorable 
experience, I understand my client’s specific 
needs, identify their preferred communication 
style and then tailor the process to deliver the 
extraordinary.
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I GIVE 121% EVERY TIME

I’M A RELENTLESS LEARNER

I’M A NEGOTIATOR

I CREATE A HOLISTIC LIFE

I’M A MEMORY MAKER

In our ever-evolving industry and world, I 
know there is always more to learn. 
Whether from conferences, classes, 
mentors, books, podcasts, or adopting new 
technology, I find ways to educate myself 
and stay ahead of the curve. I can’t afford to 
become complacent.

I acquire and constantly sharpen superior 
negotiation and valuation skills. I work 
relentlessly for my client’s objectives and 
understand what the other side wants to get 
the best terms for my client. I strive to 
negotiate in unexpected ways because a letter 
from the family or a bit of humor can go a long 
way in securing the best terms. I shadow 
experienced mentors to learn best practices. 

The real estate journey can be stressful for all 
involved. I balance work and family and don’t 
forget “me time.” I have fun with the day-to-day 
and maintain a positive attitude toward every 
person. I don’t dwell on the negative or take 
failures personally. My happiness and positivity 
shine through making the process memorable 
and enjoyable for both me and my clients. 

I recognize the moments that matter to my 
client, which are different for everyone. I create 
special moments along the way to reinforce my 
personal connection and show that we’re in this 
together. From celebrating an important 
milestone like a passed inspection to sending a 
little something on each closing anniversary, it’s 
those thoughtful touches that keep me 
top-of-mind, especially when it comes to 
referrals. I recognize their moments that matter.

I have a client centric commitment to 
always delivering excellence – even in the 
most difficult situations – and making 
“defy mediocrity” my norm. I go the extra 
mile and give 121% as a thought leader 
and passionate go-getter to surpass my 
client’s expectations.

“Help with utility transfers, schedule cleaning, have carpet steamed or other 
needed services prior to closing.”

“Understand you are providing an experience that will be remembered as a 
life event. You have an extraordinary opportunity with each client to make 
this an epic experience to look back on with sincere gratitude.”

“Help them out AFTER the deal is closed. Make follow-up calls and send 
handwritten notes (which are not old fashioned!). They are clients for life, not 
the transaction. Host an annual party for all clients.”

TIPS FROM TOP AFFILIATED AGENTS:
•

•

• 

“Always be learning. I attend 2-3 conferences per year, read at least one book per 
month and listen to podcasts constantly. If you're not getting better, then you are 
getting worse because you better believe your competition is getting better and they 
will provide a better experience if you don't.”

“Understand that you don’t know everything – the business is constantly changing, and 
every transaction has weird factors. Clients don’t want to deal with an agent that 
thinks they know it all. It’s important to know that you need to have an open mind and 
there’s always something new to implement. Open yourself to the potential.”

“Set a relationship with a mentor and a coach. You need this to accomplish your goals 
and personal growth.”

•

•

• 

TIPS FROM TOP AFFILIATED AGENTS:

“Try to stand out, as appropriate by state regulations. I suggested a family submit 
a personal letter with a photo to the seller of a home with unique ADA features to 
make them stand out as someone that needs their type of home.”

“Incorporate humor into negotiations to lighten the mood. I received a funny text 
from the other agent stating that they ‘just got off the phone with their cellular 
provider because they hadn’t heard back from me regarding the counter offer.’” 

“Apply learnings from other industries. What negotiation tips can you learn from an 
FBI hostage negotiator?”

•

•

• 

TIPS FROM TOP AFFILIATED AGENTS:

“I schedule time EVERY DAY to be with my kids and wife, and a bit of time every 
month for myself.”

“Don't take it personally.  You never know where anyone is at during any given 
point in their life, so modify your behavior to your client’s needs. In the end, it 
never matters what happens to you, but it always matters about how you react 
to what happened to you.”

“Time management – carve out personal and family time in the beginning of 
the year so that it’s already scheduled in. Fill in the rest with work.”

•

•

• 

TIPS FROM TOP AFFILIATED AGENTS:

“Create a touch-point check list to celebrate various aspects of the transaction 
(ex. bottle of champagne to celebrate pre-approval; movie tickets after home 
inspection repairs cleared, etc.).”

“Send something special every year to remind them you exist! I send flower pots 
to clients every spring (expensive but rewarding). The card and flowers ALWAYS 
get a thank you call which sometimes comes with referrals!”

“Partner with a community concert series to bring clients to the concerts. Give 
them an experience that they can’t get anywhere else. Pay for the sponsorship 
so that you can announce the band.”

•

•

• 

TIPS FROM TOP AFFILIATED AGENTS:
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